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History[ edit ] Before the attacks of September 11, , the U. Senator Edward Kennedy was denied boarding a
flight because his name was similar to an alias found on the No Fly List. Donohue would later write in The
Cost of Counterterrorism: Power, Politics, and Liberty that "antiwar activists, such as Jan Adams and Rebecca
Gordan, and political opponents of the Bush administration, such as Senator Edward Kennedy and civil rights
attorney David Cole , found themselves included. FBI, brought by Gordon and Adams under the Freedom of
Information Act in order to obtain information about how names were added to the list. The database is used
by both the US and Canada, and applies to all borders, not just airports. It is believed to contain information
on about , people thought to be linked with terrorism. The list was created in as a consular aid. False positive
passengers will not be allowed to board a flight unless they can differentiate themselves from the actual person
on the list, usually by presenting ID showing their middle name or date of birth. In some cases, false positive
passengers have been denied boarding or have missed flights because they could not easily prove that they
were not the person on the No Fly List. Numerous children including many under the age of five, and some
under the age of one have generated false positives. He has the same name as a former Guantanamo detainee.
Johnson, a surgeon and a former lieutenant colonel in the U. Army , was told in that he was on the list,
although he had had no problem in flying the month before. Johnson was running as a Democrat against U.
Representative John McHugh , a Republican. Johnson wondered whether he was on the list because of his
opposition to the Iraq War. The report suggested that the individual whose name was intended to be on the list
was most likely the Robert Johnson who had been convicted of plotting to bomb a movie theater and a Hindu
temple in Toronto. Kennedy said he was eventually told that the name "T Kennedy" was added to the list
because it was once used as an alias of a suspected terrorist. There are an estimated 7, American men whose
legal names correspond to "T Kennedy". Senator Kennedy, whose first name was Edward and for whom "Ted"
was only a nickname, would not have been one of them. Recognizing that as a U. Senator he was in a
privileged position of being able to contact Ridge, Kennedy said of "ordinary citizens": Murphy , McCormick
Professor of Jurisprudence at Princeton , reported that the following exchange took place at Newark on 1
March , where he was denied a boarding pass "because I [Murphy] was on the Terrorist Watch list. We ban a
lot of people from flying because of that. In September , former pop singer Cat Stevens who converted to
Islam and changed his name to "Yusuf Islam" in was denied entry into the U. Senator Ted Stevens stated in a
committee hearing that his wife Catherine had been subjected to questioning at an airport as to whether she
was Cat Stevens due to the similarity of their names. Representative Don Young , the third-most senior
Republican in the House, was flagged in after he was mistaken for a "Donald Lee Young". The protest groups
were also entered as terrorist organizations. During a hearing, it was revealed that these individuals and
organizations had been placed in the databases because of a surveillance operation that targeted opponents of
the death penalty and the Iraq War. Air France did not send the passenger manifest to the U. Bollywood actor
Shah Rukh Khan was held for extensive questioning by U. Immigration and Customs officials in August
because, as he reported, "his name came up on a computer alert list. The ACLU has argued that this constitutes
banishment. He said that he believes he was placed on the no-fly list because he refused to answer questions
about a Portland car bomb plot without his lawyer present. Once he arrived at home that day two other FBI
agents came to his home and used a Do Not Fly question-and-answer sheet to question him. They informed
him they had no idea why he was on the No Fly List. In June those same two FBI agents summoned Mashal to
a local hotel and invited him to a private room. They told him that he was in no trouble and the reason he
ended up on the No Fly List was because of possibly sending emails to an American imam they may have
been monitoring. They then informed him that if he would go undercover at various local mosques, they could
get him off the No Fly List immediately and he would be compensated for such actions. Mashal refused to
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answer any additional questions without a lawyer present and was told to leave the hotel. Mashal feels as if he
was blackmailed into becoming an informant by being placed on the No Fly List. He has also written a book
about his experience titled "No Spy No Fly. He was repeatedly pulled out of line, held for questioning until his
flight left, then told falsely he could take a later flight or depart from a different airport. Barbara Olshansky ,
then Assistant Legal Director for the Center for Constitutional Rights , noted that she and several of her
colleagues received special attention on numerous occasions. On at least one occasion, she was ordered to pull
her trousers down in view of other passengers. He was initially pulled aside after loudly declaring to a fellow
passenger, "George Bush is as dumb as a rock. The traveler must complete an online application at the
Department of Homeland Security website, print and sign the application, and then submit it with copies of
several identifying documents. After reviewing their records, DHS notifies the traveler that if any corrections
of data about them were warranted, they will be made. Airline reservations systems allow passengers who
have a Redress Control Number to enter it when making their reservation. However, DHS TRIP has not been
very helpful to travelers who accidentally end up on the No Fly List, as their efforts to clear their names are
often futile to the extent that they are not told why they are on the list. District Judge Anna J. Brown ruled in
favor of the plaintiffs saying that air travel is a "sacred" liberty protected by the U. Constitution [70] and
ordered the government to change its system for challenging inclusion. On August 18, , the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals in San Francisco issued a ruling on behalf of Rahinah Ibrahim, overturning a lower court
decision and allowing her case against inclusion in the No Fly List to proceed through the court system.
District Judge William Haskell Alsup. Because he was on the no-fly list, he was unable to return to the U. No
Fly List, and he was returned to prison. After the lawsuit was filed, he was allowed to return to the U. Trenga
denied most of another government motion to dismiss the lawsuit, allowing the case to proceed toward trial. It
characterized the proposal as incomplete and seriously behind schedule, and noted that the TSA had failed to
address "developmental, operational, and privacy issues identified by Congress". Critics have alleged that the
TSA has merely chosen to start with a less controversial entry point that they are calling the " Registered
Traveler " program. Unlike the no-fly list, which only applies to airports, Tuscan is used for every Canadian
land and sea border, and visa and immigration applications.
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Audio The media player is loading Do you find that audiences are frightened by different things now from the
things that frightened them when you started, what, 30 years ago You have to remember this is all based on
"Red Riding Hood", you see? Nothing has changed since "Red Riding Hood". So, what they are frightened of
today are exactly the same things they were frightened of yesterday Do you think, when making films, that
women are frightened by different things from the things that frighten men? I would say so, yes, I would
definitely say that So there are definitely differences. When you make a film, are you setting out to frighten
men or women, or both? Because, you see, even if the house if So, men have very little to do with the choice
of the film. I would say no. America is full of foreigners. Do you think that it does an injustice to you, simply
to think of you as a man who above all else has frightened the wits out of audiences? The assembly of pieces
of film to create fright is the essential part of my job. Just as much as a painter might put certain colours
together to create evil on canvas. Now, you would as far as that, would you, to say that to create fright is "an
essential" or "the essential part of my job"? Only in terms of the audience expect if from me. Let me put it in
another way. Well, the only thing wrong with the silent picture was that mouths opened and no sound came
out. So, that took the whole thing away from cinema completely. It bears no relation to the art of the cinema,
and the point is that the power of the cinema, in its purest form, is so vast because it can go over the whole
world. On a given night a film can play in Tokyo, West Berlin, London, New York, and the same audience is
responding emotionally to the same things. And, if possible, tell the story visually, and let the talk be part of
the atmosphere. I mean they really regard Hitchcock as the last word. Oh, I think so. I think one should be
flattered for that. Of course, you know, there are constant divisions of opinion among the devotees, and Have
you ever been tempted to make what is nowadays called a horror film, which is different from a Hitchcock
film? Are you talking about visual horror like "Frankenstein" and that kind of thing? I believe in putting the
horror in the mind of the audience and not necessarily on the screen. I once made a movie, rather
tongue-in-cheek, called " Psycho ". And, of course, a lot of people looked at this thing and said "What a
dreadful thing to do. How awful", and so forth. But, of course it was to me The content, as such, was I felt,
rather amusing And I was horrified to find that some people took it seriously. It was intended to cause people
to scream and yell, and so forth, but no more than the screaming and yelling on a switchback railway. Now,
this film had a horrible scene at the beginning with a girl being murdered in a shower. Well, I deliberately
made that pretty rough, but as the film developed, I put less and less physical horror into it because I was
leaving that in the mind of the audience and, as the film went on, there was less and less violence but the
tension, in the mind of the viewer, was increased considerably. I was transferring it from the film into their
minds. So, towards the end, I had no violence at all. But the audience by this time was screaming in agony
You mentioned a "switchback railway" Well, possibly I am, in some respects, the man who says, in
constructing it, says, "How steep can we make the first dip? I cried my eyes out!
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Click Download or Read Online button to get the terror zone book now. This site is like a library, Use search
box in the widget to get ebook that you want. Susan, a beautiful girl, was brought up in a wealthy
neighborhood. She went to all the finest schools, sported only brand-name clothes, and hung with the elite in
college. After graduation, she opens a great psychiatric office and continues her storybook life. Feeling bored,
lonely, and used to getting what she desires, she decides to look into child rearing. She paints a beautiful
picture for her and her little girl, Lindsey, until one day, she wakes up and her daughter, now her only reason
for living, has been snatched away by a merciless, foreboding stranger. Susan pleads for help from the Feds,
the cops, even her boyfriend and her neighbors. But with absolutely no leads and only dead ends at every turn,
her aid dwindles. Susan finds herself alone, losing faith in the system, and thoroughly disheartened. Weeks
pass and insomnia hovers. Feeling unloved and ignored, she takes matters into her own hands, but being
wound up and suppressed for so long turns Susan into a whirling dervish. Blustering through her small town
and discovering several lost children, none of whom are Lindsey, supplies Susan with new enthusiasm and a
rekindled spirit. Headstrong and on a mission, Susan uses her profession as a tool, selfishly putting her needs
before those of her patients and using them as guinea pigs. Susan hires a private investigator who disappears,
only to be found attached to a bridge, sporting a bomb. Susan frantically turns to hypnosis and manipulation as
a means to an end. Trying not to hurt her patients or anyone else around her, she delves deeper and deeper into
their psyches. Exasperated, she stumbles upon information that literally have her questioning her own sanity.
Her house is burned down; her boyfriend is in the hospital; her patients are in jeopardy, jailed, or wounded;
and her best friend is now also missing. Susan comes to the conclusion that the key to unconditional solace
lies within her daughter and the malevolent psycho holding her hostage. Not even sure of her own mind, Susan
takes a death-defying leap toward connecting with the cold-blooded monster who holds her daughter.
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Franco ruled Spain for the next 36 years, until his death in In healthier times â€” spiritually healthier, you
understand â€” plague and pestilence could be counted on to thin the Spanish masses After all, rats and lice
carry the plague. In August , the Massacre of Badajoz featured a great crowd of rich people and a Mass before
the shooting of some 4, Loyalists. Among the children of the landlords, the joke name Reforma agraria
agrarian reform identified the horseback hunting parties by which they killed insubordinate peasantry and so
cleansed their lands of communists; moreover, the joke name alluded to the grave where the corpses of the
hunted peasants were dumped: During the first months of the fighting most of the deaths did not come from
combat on the battlefield, but from political executions in â€” the "Red" and "White" terrors. In some cases,
the murder of political opponents began more or less spontaneously, but, from the very beginning, there was
always a certain degree of organization, and nearly all the killings, after the first few days, were carried out by
organized groups. I had the opportunity of being a witness to the repression in both areas. In the Nationalist
side it was planned, methodical, cold. As they did not trust the [local] people, the authorities imposed their
will by means of terror , committing atrocities in order to achieve their aim. Atrocities also took place in the
Popular Front zone; that was something which both areas had in common. But the main difference was that in
the Republican zone the crimes were carried out by the [local] populace in moments of passion, not by the
authorities. The latter always tried to stop them. The assistance that I received from the Spanish Republican
authorities in order to flee to safety, is only one of the many examples. But this was not the case in the
Nationalist zone. Though there was much wanton killing in rebel Spain, the idea of the limpieza, the "cleaning
up" of the country from the evils which had overtaken it, was a disciplined policy of the new authorities, and a
part of their programme of regeneration. In republican Spain, most of the killing was the consequence of
anarchy, the outcome of a national breakdown, and not the work of the state; even though some political
parties in some cities abetted the enormities, and even though some of those responsible ultimately rose to
positions of authority. In general, this was not an irrepressible outpouring of hatred, by the man in the street
for his "oppressors", as it has sometimes been painted, but a semi-organized activity carried out by sections of
nearly all the leftist groups. In the entire leftist zone the only organized political party that eschewed
involvement in such activity were the Basque Nationalists. Moreover, one of the main targets of the Red terror
was the clergy, most of whom were not engaged in overt opposition" to the Spanish Republic. No matter how
many the atrocities perpetrated by the Reds It is disgusting to be a Spaniard stuck in Spain now. And all this is
being directed by General Mola, that poisonous beast full of resentment. I told that Spain would be saved by
Western Christian civilization, but the methods employed are not civilized, but militarized, not Western, but
African, not Christian, but from an ancient Spanish traditionalism that is essentially anti-Christian. Surpass
them in your moral conduct; surpass them by your generosity. I do not ask you, however, that you should lose
vigour in battle or zeal in the fight. I ask for hard breasts for the combat, hard like steel, as some of the
courageous militias have named themselves â€” Breast of Steel â€” but with sensitive hearts, capable of
shaking in the face of human sorrow, and capable of harbouring mercy, the tender sentiment without which the
most essential part of human greatness is lost. Miguel Cabanellas in late My General, I think that far too many
people have been, and are still being killed, by the Nationalist side. After a full minute of silent reflection,
General Cabanellas grimly answered: The famous massacre of Badajoz was merely the culminating act of a
ritual that had already been performed in every town and village in the South-West of Spain. Goals and
victims of the repression[ edit ] The main goal of the White Terror was to terrify the civil population who
opposed the coup, [89] [90] [91] eliminate the supporters of the Second Spanish Republic and the militants of
the leftist parties, [92] [93] [94] and because of this, some historians have considered the White Terror a
genocide. We have to create the impression of mastery eliminating without scruples or hesitation all those who
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do not think as we do. There can be no cowardice. If we hesitate one moment and fail to proceed with the
greatest determination, we will not win. Anyone who helps or hides a Communist or a supporter of the
Popular Front will be shot. The living conditions in the improvised Nationalist prisons were very harsh. One
former Republican prisoner declared: There were two benches, each capable of seating three persons, and the
floor to sleep on. For our private needs, there were only three chamberpots. They had to be emptied into an old
rusty cauldron which also served for washing our clothes. We were forbidden to have food brought to us from
outside, and were given disgusting soup cooked with soda ash which kept us in a constant state of dysentery.
We were all in a deplorable state. The air was unbreathable and the babies choked many nights for lack of
oxygen To be imprisoned, according to the rebels, was to lose all individuality. The most elementary human
rights were unknown and people were killed as easily as rabbits Because of this mass terror in many areas
controlled by the Nationalists, thousands of Republicans left their homes and tried to hide in nearby forests or
mountains. Hundreds of thousands of others fled to the areas controlled by the Second Republic. In there were
more than one million refugees in Barcelona alone. One witness in Zamora stated: The battalion was formed
to give political prisoners, who would otherwise have been shot, a chance either to redeem themselves on the
field or else die with honour before enemy fire. In this way their children would not suffer the stigma of
having had Red fathers. To this end the Nationalist army promoted a campaign of targeted rape. General
Gonzalo Quiepo de Llano spoke multiple times over the radio warning that "immodest" women with
Republican sympathies would be raped by his Moorish troops. These rapes were not the result of soldiers
disobeying orders, but official Nationalist policies, with officers specifically choosing Moors to be the primary
perpetrators. Advancing nationalist troops scrawled "Your children will give birth to fascists" on the walls of
captured buildings, and many women taken prisoner were force fed castor oil , then paraded in public naked,
while the powerful laxative did its work. Location of known burial places. Colors refer to the type of
intervention that has been carried out. No Interventions Undertaken so far. Fully or Partially Exhumed.
Ministry of Justice of Spain Estimates of executions behind the Nationalist lines during the Spanish Civil War
range from fewer than 50, [12] to , [] Hugh Thomas: Most of the victims were killed without a trial in the first
months of the war and their corpses were left on the sides of roads or in clandestine and unmarked mass
graves. A few brave priests put their lives at risk by criticizing nationalist atrocities, but the majority of the
clergy in nationalist areas revelled in their new-found power and the increased size of their congregations.
Entrepreneurs made a great money selling religious symbols He must be held responsible because prisoners
appealed to him to save their lives. All he would reply was that the Reds had killed more people than the
falangist were killing. It continues in a belligerent role in its unusual answer to the Historical Memory Law by
recurring to the beatification of "martyrs" of the Civil War. It continues to be a Church that is incapable of
transcending its one-sided behaviour of 70 years ago and amenable to the fact that this past should always
haunt us. In this political use of granting religious recognition one can perceive its indignation regarding the
compensations to the victims of Francoism. Its selective criteria regarding the religious persons that were part
of its ranks are difficult to fathom. The priests who were victims of the republicans are "martyrs who died
forgiving", but those priests who were executed by the Francoists are forgotten. Repression in the South and
the Drive to Madrid[ edit ] See also: The rebels bombed and seized the working-class districts of the main
Andalusian cities in the first days of the war, [] and afterwards went on to execute thousands of workers and
militants of the leftist parties: In their advance towards Madrid from Sevilla through Andalusia and
Extremadura these troops routinely killed dozens or hundreds in every town or city conquered. Queipo de
Llano , one of the leaders of the Nationalists said: And, incidentally the wives of reds too. These Communist
and Anarchist women, after all, have made themselves fair game by their doctrine of free love. And now they
have at least the acquaintance of real men, and not milksops of militiamen. There are still a great number of
shootings. In Madrid alone, between and a day, in Barcelona , in Seville 80". Censorship of the press the Law
of Press, passed in April [] and of cultural life was rigorously exercised and forbidden books destroyed.
Torture was systematic in the Francoist prisons and concentration camps. Thousands of children were taken
from their mothers and handed over to Francoist families in 12, Everyone knew what this meant. A mother
whose little one was taken had only a few hours left to live". Fate of Republican exiles[ edit ] Furthermore,
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hundreds of thousands were forced into exile , in , [] with many intellectuals and artists who had supported the
Republic [] such as Antonio Machado , Ramon J. The photo was taken on 6 May
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